1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to initiate the study of the maximal normal subgroups G of the modular group T; i.e. those normal subgroups G such that T/G is simple. The principal congruence subgroups T(p) of prime level p>3 are such groups, since r/r(i>) ^ lf(2, p).
However, these are not the only groups with quotient groups isomorphic to LF(2, p); and we shall show that for a given p there are in general many normal subgroups G of differing levels such that T/G^LF(2,p).
Furthermore, those of level 9^p are not congruence groups. It is well known that T contains infinitely many normal subgroups of finite index which are not congruence groups; see for example papers [3] , [4] . However, all of these groups have the common feature that they are "lattice subgroups"
(in Rankin's terminology) of some normal congruence group, and so are not maximal. The results of this paper imply that T contains infinitely many maximal normal subgroups of finite index which are not congruence groups, a somewhat surprising fact.
The question which originally motivated this paper was the following: Which of the known simple groups have a representation as a modular quotient group, or equivalently, may be generated by two elements, one of period 2, the other of period 3? Call such a group a T-group. Then the groups LF(2, p) are certainly T-groups. However, it is not known for example when the alternating group is a r-group. In his lecture notes on Fuchsian groups [2] , Macbeath poses a similar question for i?-groups, and makes some remarks about the linear fractional groups which in fact form the basis of this paper, and which we are happy to acknowledge here. In what follows p is a prime >3 and q a power of p. LF(2, q) has its customary meaning, and is best thought of as the group of 2X2 matrices of determinant 1 with entries from GF(q), in which a matrix and its negative are identified.
3. Preliminary results. In this section we prove some facts about GF(q) and LF(2, q) which will find later application. Lemma 1. Let a, b, c be elements of GF(g) such that b2 -4ac=A?^0.
Then for any elements d, e,f of GF(g) the equation (2) ax2 + bxy + cy2 = d + ex + fy has solutions in GF(g).
Proof. We first prove that for any element d of GF(q) the equation
has solutions in GF(q). Let 6 be a primitive element of GF(g). Let Q be the set
The values assumed by x2 for x in Q consist of (q + l)/2 distinct|ele-ments of GF(g'), and the same is true of the values assumed by Ay2-\-d for y in Q. Since GF(q) contains just q distinct elements, there must be elements x, y of Q such that x2 = Ay2-\-d. Thus we have shown that (3) has solutions in GF(g).
We now show that (2) has solutions in GF(q). Suppose first that a=c = 0. Then i^O, and (2) becomes
which clearly has solutions in GF(q). Now suppose that a^O, say. Then (2) is equivalent to
which certainly has solutions in GF(q), since (3) 
In each case it is readily verified that A and B satisfy the required conditions. Suppose now that tx = + 2; say h = 2. We choose Then A, B satisfy the required conditions, and the proof of the lemma is concluded.
As a corollary of Lemma 2, we have Corollary 1. Let t be any element of G¥(q). Then there are elements A, B of LF(2, q) such that A is of period 2, B is of period 3, and tr(^45) = t.
Proof. We choose 4 = 0, 4 = 1 in Lemma 2. This completes the proof of the lemma. We remark that in the "parabolic" case (t= ±2, C^+I) the situation is slightly different. Here every element of trace 2 in LF(2, q) is conjugate over LF(2, q) to
where 6 is a primitive element of GF(gr); and these are not conjugate over LF(2, q).
Lemma 3 implies that all elements of LF(2, q) with the same trace tj£ +2 are conjugate over LF (2, q) .
Combining these lemmas, we have We also require the following elementary group-theoretic result:
Lemma 4. Suppose that the group G is generated by two elements x, y such that x is of period m, y is of period n and xy is of period r, where (m, n) = (m, r) = (n, r) = 1. Then G is not solvable.
Proof.
It is sufficient to show that G = G' (the commutator subgroup of G). In G/G', we have 1 = (xy)r=xryr and taking mth powers, ymr = l. Since (n, mr) = 1 and yn = l, this implies that y = l; and similarly, x = 1. Hence G/G' is trivial and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 4 is obviously true in the more general situation when G={xx Then there are elements A, 5GLF(2, p) such that A is of period 2, B is of period 3, AB is of period n, and LF(2, p) = {A, B}.
Proof. By the results of Gierster quoted above, there is an element CGLF(2, p) such that C is of period n, where n is any positive integer satisfying (4) . By Theorem 1, elements A, B of LF(2, p) exist such that A is of period 2, B is of period 3, and C = AB. Since the integers 2, 3, n are pairwise relatively prime, by (5), Lemma 4 implies that the group G= {A, B\ is not solvable.
Hence by Gierster's results, G is either an icosahedral group or else all of LF(2, p). The first possibility is ruled out by condition (6), and so G = LF(2, p), completing the proof. We now apply Theorem 2 to the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Suppose that n satisfies conditions (4), (5), (6). Then there is a maximal normal subgroup Gn of Y such that G" is of level re, and T/Gn^LF(2,p).
Determine elements A, B of LF(2, p) as described in Theorem 2. Then the homomorphism </>": T->LF(2, p) defined by 4>n:T^A, <t>n:TS-^B is actually a homomorphism of T onto LF(2, p). Let G" be the kernel of <pn. Then G" is a normal subgroup of V, and r/G"=LF(2, p). Since LF(2, p) is simple, Gn is a maximal normal subgroup of T. Furthermore the level of Gn, which is the exponent of 5 modulo Gn, is just re since <j>n: S-+AB and AB is of period re. This completes the proof.
The groups Gn are certainly distinct, being of different levels, but are all of index \p(p2 -1) in V with common quotient group LF(2, p).
We now define a number-theoretic function f (p), as the number of values of re satisfying conditions (4), (5), (6) Lemma 5 implies that f(p) > 1 for p^37. We now prove Theorem 4. For each prime p^37, there is a maximal normal subgroup of T of index %p(p2 -\.) which is not a congruence group, and therefore there are infinitely many maximal normal subgroups of T of finite index which are not congruence groups.
Proof. Since p^37, Lemma 5 implies that there is an n satisfying (4), (5), (6) such that n^p. The group GB described by Theorem 3 is thus a maximal normal subgroup of V of index \p(p2 -1), and we need only show that Gn is not a congruence group. Suppose the contrary. Then Gn, being of level n, would have to contain the principal congruence subgroup T(w), by Wohlfahrt's theorem [5] . This would imply that (T: Gn)\ (T: T(n)), or that xp(p2 _ J) | W JJ (i _ ±Y But this is false, since n\ J(£±l) and so p cannot divide (T:T(n)). This concludes the proof of the theorem.
It is clear that the function f (p) assumes arbitrarily large values, and that in general there are many groups Gn of a given index $P(P2-1).
In conclusion, we mention that similar results may be obtained for such groups as LF (2, This shows that A=A(S\(S3TS6TS3T)2) (the normal closure in V of the indicated words) is a maximal normal subgroup of T of index 504 and level 7 such that T/A^LF (2, 8) . Furthermore A is not a congruence group, since A does not contain T(7).
